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Executive Summary

Conservation of biodiversity under climate change in
Brandenburg: summary of the most important conclusions
and recommendations
Nature is changing. Species are becoming rarer or even disappear. Others are immigrating to our region or are introduced
anthropogenically. Many ecosystems are losing important
functions and degrade. Ecosystem services, needed by people,
are dwindling or go astray in their entirety.
These losses occur due to mankind’s increasing demands,
causing people to transform ecosystems according to their
needs. In the face of this land-use driven destruction, degradation and fragmentation of ecosystems, the state of biodiversity would be deteriorating at an alarming rate, even if there
was no climate change. Climate change, however, aggravates
this troublesome process, e.g., by causing the functionality of
ecosystems to fluctuate and, on the long run, to weaken. This
tendency runs contrary to sustainable development, an important goal envisioned by society.
Climate change is thus emerging as a new threat to nature. We
know climate change is gaining momentum – but we cannot
know in detail where it is headed. Whatever its direction will
be, climate change makes us realise that we have to start a new
discussion on our nature conservation approaches. Which
new priorities help, in a precautionary fashion, to mitigate
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undesired consequences of climate change? What are the
limits of our ‘manoeuvring room’ for adaptation to climate
change? What methods do we have at hand for dealing with
these challenges? The present work is intended to provide answers to these questions.
This book brings together results of recent studies relevant
to conservation policy and practice carried out at the Eberswalde University for Sustainable Development. It combines
22 short articles of altogether 21 authors, mainly junior researchers and postgraduate students. It is designed to inspire
constructive, as well as controversial, discussions and inform
practitioners and decision-makers of nature conservation in
the Federal State of Brandenburg and beyond. The volume
concludes with a synthesis of ‘building blocks’ of a future
strategy of adaptation to climate change for nature conservation in Brandenburg.
Climate change – a new threat and a new incentive for nature
conservation
The conservation of nature generally receives wide acceptance as
a central societal issue. Along 120 years of modern nature conservation, the number of reasons, motivations and approaches
has kept increasing. Some supporters of nature conservation care
for the preservation of god’s creations; others are motivated by a
desire to experience beautiful landscapes and interesting species

Buchenwald Grumsin als Teil des UNESCO-Weltnaturerbes „Buchenurwälder der Karpaten und Alte Buchenwälder Deutschlands“ im Biosphärenreservat
Schorfheide-Chorin.

of plants and animals. Still, others see the great need for conserving the entire complex of biodiversity, not just for its own sake,
but as a natural resource for livelihood of mankind. Whether
conservation will be successful in reaching its goals strongly depends on the stakeholders in land use. Nature conservation acting against land users may be able to reduce certain problems
temporarily within more or less narrow spatial limits, but will
be unable to solve them in the long run across a wide area. Basically, overarching strategies are needed that integrate sub-goals
in a meaningful way. Conflicts of goals require a trade-off, which
in many cases, however, may be solved or softened. Coordinating stakeholders and problem-solving approaches is thus an essential prerequisite for effective conservation work. Ultimately,
conservation has to get along with a democratic-pluralistic society and its ‘many-voiced choir’ of ideas of conservation goals.
Ideally, coherent strategies manage to align these ideas. Dealing
with the climate change challenge may promote the development
of such overarching nature conservation strategies.
Climate change is hardly taken into account by conservation
legislation and management
To date, the legal and political framework for nature conservation in Brandenburg as a whole, as well as in protected areas
in particular, is dominated by static approaches for protecting
biodiversity. The establishment of an adaptive management regime is still pending. Conservation targets, including those in

protected areas, are delineated around relatively small snippets
of ecosystems.
The legal framework or strategic consideration within governmental conservation is, so far, failing to address how to deal with
climate change at all. The need to adapt to climate change does
not appear in conservation law currently enforced in Brandenburg. Strategic considerations of conservation policy on this
topic are still in their developmental stage. Ecosystem-based climate change mitigation efforts in conservation are restricted to
soils and peat lands (governmental implementation programme
for the conservation of mires). Forests are currently perceived
as carbon stocks solely by forestry policy (and not yet within
conservation). Concerning conservation as a cross-cutting issue,
protected area management outclasses nature conservation law.
This strength should be consolidated and expanded by establishing corresponding strategic guidance and consulting services by
part of the government. However, climate change is in fact not
yet taken into account in protected area management planning
either.
Strategic adaptation to climate change begins with appropriate monitoring and assessment
The state of ecosystems in Brandenburg is currently assessed
over a very small proportion of its overall area. This small proportion, however, is scrutinised in relatively great detail. Thus,
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consolidated and comparable data about the conservation status
exist only for few restricted areas. State-wide mapping of disturbances, land use intensities and ecosystem functionality represent highly desirable information for conservation planning.
Goal setting, particularly concerning the prioritisation of conservation targets and the design of effective management measures, should be based on the vulnerability of the conservation
targets towards climate change. Methodological approaches for
doing this already exist. The assessment of vulnerability lays the
ground for proaction in nature conservation. It should therefore
form part of a future-proof nature conservation strategy.
New goals in nature conservation: Ecosystem-based adaptation facilitating the conservation of the functionality of landscape ecosystems
Strategic considerations on the conservation of the biodiversity
in Brandenburg should be conceived and designed as a contribution to the sustainability strategy currently under development
in Brandenburg. In light of climate change, nature conservation
in Brandenburg must adjust its goals. This adaptation to climate
change must give paramount priority to ecosystem-based management, i.e., to the conservation of ecosystems, the reinforcement of their adaptive capacity in the landscape context and to
the associated reduction of their vulnerability. Furthermore, the
resilience of systems towards climate change generally increases
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with a decreasing load of stress not related to climate change.
Thus, the conservation of the functionality of ecosystems at the
same time is a contribution to reducing their sensitivity.
In particular, ecosystems that exert a buffering effect on the local climate (most importantly, forests and wetlands) and associated cool air corridors should be conserved to the greatest extent
possible. In addition, the elevated sensitivity that characterises
Brandenburg gives utmost importance to stabilising its landscape water regime.
A new, climate change-adaptive set of goals emerges from these
challenges. According to this realignment, the overarching goals
consist in climate change mitigation and adaptation to climate
change. On the next level, society should adopt the goals for reducing the vulnerability of biodiversity to slow down its loss of
functionality.
Nature conservation is not a ‘provider of climate change mitigation services’ by default. However, it is increasingly accepting its
role as a contributor of global importance to climate change mitigation. This role requires goals be set appropriately, particularly,
a straightforward prioritization of functional ecosystems. These
functional ecosystems should be able to contribute to their selfpreservation, adaptive capacity and further adaptation. Above
all, ecological processes within functional ecosystems support

Buchenmischwald im FFH-Gebiet Plagefenn, Biosphärenreservat Schorfheide-Chorin.

buffering and dissipating additional incoming energy (rising
temperatures!) as well as water retention.
Adaptation of nature conservation strategies and methods:
dealing with uncertainty by adaptive learning and risk management
In recent decades, confronted with relatively local threats, nature
conservation primarily behaved reactively. However, conservation should now move to imagining the multi-faceted and complex challenges that come with global change before they eventuate. In fact, dealing with uncertainties and non-knowledge is a
fundamental component of anticipatory conservation planning
in times of global change. Likewise, conservationists must learn
to manage the (temporary) loss of a clear-cut profile of their
goals that makes them vulnerable to criticism and competitive
societal interests. Existing approaches provide help in developing and (re)setting proactive conservation goals. Important elements consist of risk management, scenario-based planning and
adaptive procedures, among others.
The adaptation of goals as part of adaptive conservation planning should be aligned with similar procedures in other societal
sectors. There are tested instruments and approaches that may be
used for this (e.g., the Open Standards for the Practice of Conservation, and the supporting software MiradiTM). Adaptive man-

agement planning should address appropriate time scales that
encompass relevant developments, for example, relevant changes
evoked by climate change. Management planning exercises may
be based on scenarios of future trends of climate change and its
effects, demography, land use etc.
Conservation administrations seem well advised to adjust their
goals, in a sustained evaluation process, according to the sensitivity and adaptive capacity inherent to them as institutions. This
evaluation cycle should address spatial and strategic as well as
institutional dimensions. Conservation administrations should
be provided appropriate personnel and financial resources that
enable them to meet their increasing responsibilities in dealing
with climate change (in the context of global change) and thus
facilitate sustainable land use.
Adaptation of nature conservation in spatial dimensions
’Inner’ management units (counties, municipalities, protected areas) develop their own strategies. These relate to the corresponding superior management units (up to the level of Brandenburg
State). ‘Inner’ management units allow the participatory involvement of all relevant stakeholders, including private stakeholders.
This participation opens with the development of strategic considerations agreed upon by all stakeholders. It thus comprises the
concerted definition of the goals. The state government should
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provide guidance to counties, municipalities and protected areas
and advise them on these processes.
In general, conservation managers should not proceed with the
assumption of wholesale solutions. Conservationists should
rather design individual solutions appropriate for an area in
question, according to the regional situation and using the whole
range of adaptation options. The ecosystem services to be delivered provide the point of departure for any such strategy. All
decisions should pay ample attention to the context of landscape
functionality. Functional management units need to be delineated independent from administrative borders (e.g., protected
areas). All decision-makers should agree upon concerted solutions.
‘Spatial management bonds’ should vitalise the protected area
complex of Brandenburg. These spatial management bonds
should be designed according to the spatial limits of the ‘functional management units’ mentioned above. Within this process,
it is important to seek synergies with comparable approaches in
other relevant sectors (e.g., water management: Water Framework Directive of the EU). Defining joint strategies of neighbouring protected areas would also form part of the management of such spatial bonds.
A meaningful management of fragmented ecosystems, for example, forest patches surrounded by open country, follows goals
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common to all fragments. Ultimately, it aims at defragmenting
and merging these fragments. In comparison to other states, forests in Brandenburg cover a disproportionately large area. Their
positive effects (e.g., cooling of the landscape, water retention,
infiltration and purification of ground water) add to a landscapewide ‘compound effect’. The majority of the forest area is under
a forestry regime and lies outside protected areas, where stricter
use restrictions prevail. In forests, as well as on agricultural land,
such conservation goals must be given higher importance that
aim at the conservation of ecosystem functionality. Protected
area administrations should be charged with ‘meddling’ with
the management of the adjacent unprotected matrix and be furnished appropriately to be able to do so. These activities should
be designed according to the ‘functional management units’ and
aim for maximising the ‘compound effect’ mentioned above.

FFH-Gebiet Finowtal-Pregnitzfließ, Naturpark Barnim.
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